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Welcome Back One Atlas!
(Take Two!)

MARCH 2021

This week, we safely welcomed our Oahu and Maui teams back to the
Office and had breakfast bentos for everyone! We look forward to seeing
our partners, clients, and community members soon!
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Atlas’ Mission:
We are a local company that
does what is right for our
Hawaii. It’s not just a place
where we do business…
it’s our home.
Atlas’ Vision:
To build on the cornerstones of
integrity, transparency,
relationships and
broker expertise.

one Atlas.
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Congratulations, Nicole!
We would like to congratulate Nicole Balai in her promotion to Personal Lines
Account Manager, Operations. Last year, being a year of uncertainty, Nicole
continued to provide outstanding customer service by building rapport and guiding
our insureds through any difficult situation. Nicole also continued her development
by learning and being proficient in the rewrite project. Congratulations, Nicole!

Congratulations, Estella!
We would like to congratulate Estela Carbillon in her promotion to a Senior
Account Manager in Personal Lines. Estela shares her knowledge with the rest of
her team while also leading by example. When another team member was out for
an extended leave, Estela lead by example to ensure tasks were being completed in
a timely manner. Through her years of knowledge, Estela has been instrumental in
our PL Independent group and has always kept her professional composure when
dealing with difficult situations. Congratulations, Estella!

Congratulations, Shane!
We would like to congratulate Shane Choi in his promotion to Personal Lines Sales
Account Manager. Shane is the first to offer help when members of the team are in
need of additional assistance. Last year, Shane spearheaded our rounding project
which helped Shane learn and develop his New Business process. Congratulations,
Shane!

Congratulations, Dejah!
We would like to congratulate Dejah Keen in her promotion to Personal Lines
Account Manager. Even in a difficult and transitory year Dejah was able to take
another step in her development by becoming more proficient in many different
areas including the rewrite project. Congratulations, Dejah!
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Congratulations, Joey!
It’s with great pleasure to announce the promotion of Joey Barroso to Risk
Consulting Manager. Joey will be responsible for managing the day to day operation
of the Risk Consulting unit starting on 4/15/21. We originally hired Joey as a
Business Development Manager but he quickly realized the attraction for Risk
Consulting. Since joining the unit, Joey has definitely proven himself with our risk
consulting role & consulting process, volunteering & leading special agency projects,
has a good business acumen and is committed to Atlas who represents our core
values. Joey has a Bachelors in Science and also a Master’s in Business Administration
from Boise State University. He also obtained his P&C license, AINS and
continues his education in safety.

Congrats Atlas on 13 Years of BPTW!
The results are in and Atlas is once again one of the Best Places to Work (BPTW) in the medium sized
category! Thank you Hawaii Business Magazine for this honor, and most importantly, a big thank you to our
One Atlas Team for creating a supportive, engaging, and innovative workplace! Here’s to 13 more years and
counting for being nominated as one of the BPTW!
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Atlas gives back!

The Atlas Insurance Agency Foundation continuously gives back throughout the year with corporate
sponsorships or straight donations to organizations/non-profits.
Please don’t forget that Island Holdings will match your personal donation to a 501C3 $1.00 for $1.00, up
to $500 per employee. Contact Dana Tokioka at dtokioka@atlasinsurance.com for more details.

$10,000

$10,000

Congratulations, Sam!
Please congratulate Samantha Chan on her new bundle of joy,
Quinn Theodore Cheng! This cutie was born on March 14, 2021
weighing in at 6 lbs., 12 ounces and 19.7 inches in height.

Congratulations to the Chan/Cheng family!

$2,000

